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Abstract: Commercial ramp up of fifth generation wireless communications is on-going with the set
of new requirements from latency to bandwidth for new and enhanced applications and services. One
of the key new enablers is the adaptation of mmW bands and devices supporting those also for
personal use. This has major impact for RF design both in base stations and in mobile devices bringing
large scale antenna arrays and related electronics into mass markets.
When industry is highly focused on bringing 5G to market academia is already starting to look
visions and technology enablers for the next generation. Academy of Finland 6G Flagship program at
University of Oulu focuses on new opportunities from fundamental technologies to trials in this field.
In this presentation, the first vision towards next generation radio technologies for communications
and sensing is shared and then some key challenges to achieve those will be discussed specifically
focusing on radio implementation aspects.
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His research interests include wireless systems and transceiver architectures for wireless
communications with special emphasis on the RF and analog integrated circuit and system design. He
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conference papers and holds several patents. He is also one of the original contributors to Bluetooth
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